<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC000001</td>
<td>RECORDS</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>A PACKET OF PAPERS RELATING TO CORPORATE MATTERS DATED 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000002</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>REPORT RELATING TO CORPORATE MATTERS DATED 1853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000003</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>ENGLAND *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000004</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>ENGLAND *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000005</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>MAP OF LONDON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000006</td>
<td>CROWBAR</td>
<td>Woodworking</td>
<td>ONE CROWBAR, FIVE PIECES FROM PIPEST, ONE SIGN BOARD, TWO STRONG IRON BLOCKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000007</td>
<td>BOWL, PUNCH</td>
<td>Food Service</td>
<td>CORPORATION OF ADELAIDE - IN CUSTOM MADE BOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000008</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>ONE OF TWO VOLUMES BEING THE FIRST REPORTS OF COMMISSIONS ON SANITARY REFORM IN ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000009</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>SECOND VOLUME - THE FIRST REPORTS OF COMMISSIONS ON SANITARY REFORM IN ENGLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000010</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>BOOK OF DESIGNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000011</td>
<td>SEED</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>A PACKET OF EUCALYPTUS ROBUSTA (RED GUM) SEEDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000012</td>
<td>FOUNTAIN</td>
<td>Plumbing Fixture</td>
<td>MARBLE FOUNTAIN FORMERLY SITTED IN HURTLE SQUARE. REMOVED 1908 WHEN TRAM LINES ERECTED. DEEMED UNFIT FOR RE-ERECTION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000013</td>
<td>LAMP</td>
<td>Lighting Device</td>
<td>LAMP ON FOUNTAIN IN KING WILLIAM STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000014</td>
<td>CAKE</td>
<td>Foods</td>
<td>PIECE OF PRINCESS ALICE’S WEDDING CAKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000015</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>FIRST OF THREE VOLUMES A J STEPHENS &quot;HISTORY OF BOROUGHS AND MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000016</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>SECOND OF THREE VOLUMES A J STEPHENS &quot;HISTORY OF BOROUGHS AND MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000017</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>THIRD OF THREE VOLUMES A J STEPHENS &quot;HISTORY OF BOROUGHS AND MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000018</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>A BOX OF CORK OAK TREES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000019</td>
<td>CUTTING</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>A QUANTITY OF WILLOW CUTTINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000020</td>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>PLANS OF THE MELBOURNE MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000021</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>A REPORT ON PARTICULARS AND DESIGNS OF FOUNTAINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000022</td>
<td>BELL</td>
<td>Sound Communication Equipment</td>
<td>PEAL OF EIGHT BELLS CAST BY JOHN WARNER AND SONS, LONDON EACH BELL CARRIES THE ADELAIDE CREST KNOWN AS THE ALBERT BELLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000023</td>
<td>CLOCK</td>
<td>Timekeeping</td>
<td>A CLOCK FOR THE INTERIOR OF THE TOWN HALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000024</td>
<td>PICTURE</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>PORTRAIT OF HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR, MR TOWNSEND (IN OILS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000025</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>WILLOW SLIPS FOR PLANTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000026</td>
<td>CAKE</td>
<td>Foods</td>
<td>A BOX CONTAINING A PORTION OF PRINCESS HELENA’S WEDDING CAKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000027</td>
<td>PAINTING</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>100CM FRAMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000028</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>A NUMBER OF TREES FOR PLANTING IN THE CITY ENCLOSURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000029</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>CYPRUS AND OTHER TREES FOR PLANTING IN HINDMARSH SQUARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000030</td>
<td>FOUNTAIN</td>
<td>Plumbing Fixture</td>
<td>&quot;HANDSOME AND VALUABLE FOUNTAIN, PLACED IN HINDMARSH SQUARE &quot; DATE ACC. C 1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000031</td>
<td>LEAFLET</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>COPIES OF MARKET REGULATIONS IN HOBART TOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000032</td>
<td>LEAFLET</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>COPIES OF MARKET REGULATIONS IN LANCISTON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000033</td>
<td>LEAFLET</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>MARKETS OF THIS CITY &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000034</td>
<td>PRINT, PHOTOGRAPHIC</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>PHOTOGRAPH OF THE 'LADY DAILY' LIFE BOAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000035</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>TREES FOR PLANTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000036</td>
<td>PLANT</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>A LIST OF 250 PLANTS PRESENTED FOR PLANTING IN THE SQUARES OF THE CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000037</td>
<td>PRINT, PHOTOGRAPHIC</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURE OF MR FORREST AND HIS PARTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000038</td>
<td>PICTURE</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>A PICTURE OF HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA - OLEGRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000039</td>
<td>PICTURE</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>A PICTURE OF PRINCE ALBERT, LATE CONSORT OF QUEEN VICTORIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000040</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>TREES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000041</td>
<td>CUP, LOVING</td>
<td>Personal Symbol</td>
<td>INSCRIPTIONS &amp; CRESTS WITHIN OVALS OF STRAPWORK MAKER J M WENDT, ADELAIDE C. 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000042</td>
<td>FLAG</td>
<td>Ceremonial Artifact</td>
<td>THE OLD COLOURS OF THE ADELAIDE RIFLES AND THE PRINCE ALFRED RIFLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000043</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>ADELAIDE SA 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000045</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>1 VOLUME REMAINING - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS, NEW YORK, 1872.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000046</td>
<td>BOOKS</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>ACCOUNTS OF THE CITY OF LONDON CORPORATION, WITH OTHER RECORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000047</td>
<td>RECORDS</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>A FURTHER ADDITION OF VALUABLE AMERICAN MUNICIPAL RECORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000048</td>
<td>PAINTING</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>PORTRAIT IN OIL OF COL. WILLIAM LIGHT, AFTER A SELF PORTRAIT BY AN (UNKNOWN ARTIST), 690CM WIDE X 890 IMAGE, GILT GESSO FRAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000049</td>
<td>PAINTING</td>
<td>Original Art</td>
<td>OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY. GOLD LEAF GESSO FRAME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000050</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>THE CITY, TO THE CORPORATION OF ADELAIDE 1877&quot; HANDWRITTEN ON TITLE PGE &quot;WILLIAM BLAKE ESQR. WITH THE AUTHOR'S COMPLIMENTS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000051</td>
<td>TREE</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>TREES FOR VICTORIA SQUARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000052</td>
<td>FOUNTAIN</td>
<td>Plumbing Fixture</td>
<td>FOUNTAIN PRESENTED FOR THE TRIANGLE, RUNDLE ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000053</td>
<td>GUARDRAIL SECTION</td>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED STRUCTURE</td>
<td>FOUR TREE GUARDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000054</td>
<td>PLANT</td>
<td>Flora</td>
<td>FOUR VALUABLE PLANTS AND FLOWERING SHRUBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000055</td>
<td>SHIELD</td>
<td>Armament, Accessory</td>
<td>THE VOLUNTEERS SILVER CHALLENGE SHIELD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000056</td>
<td>RECORDS</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>MUNICIPAL RECORDS OF THE &quot;DEPARTEMENT DE LA SEINE &quot; CONSISTING OF THIRTY VOLUMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000057</td>
<td>ROTTUNDA</td>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED STRUCTURE</td>
<td>SIXTEEN VOLUMES PRINTED BY ORDER OF THE IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT RELATING TO THE EARLY DAYS OF THE PROVINCE AND THE CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000058</td>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>Documentary Artifact</td>
<td>SIXTEEN VOLUMES PRINTED BY ORDER OF THE IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT RELATING TO THE EARLY DAYS OF THE PROVINCE AND THE CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000059</td>
<td>JACKET, LIFE</td>
<td>Water Transportation Accessory</td>
<td>SIX CORK LIFE JACKETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC000060</td>
<td>BELL</td>
<td>Sound Communication Equipment</td>
<td>PEAL OF EIGHT BELLS CAST BY JOHN WARNER AND SONS, LONDON EACH BELL CARRIES THE ADELAIDE CREST KNOWN AS THE ALBERT BELLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CC000119 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact GROUP OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE TOWN HALLS OF THE CHEF CITIES OF GREAT BRITAIN

CC000120 PRINT Original Art OF THE CITY OF ADELAIDE, ON WHICH THE CATTLE MARKET NOW STANDS. LITHOGRAPH PUBLISHED BY GALBRAITH & SON GRESHAM ST ADEL

CC000121 PRINT Original Art FRAMED PRINT "THE FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA"

CC000122 PRINT Original Art ARM & APPLICATION OF SYNTHETIC FINISH. 115CM IN HEIGHT

CC000124 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF SIR HENRY YOUNG, GOVERNOR OF COLONY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

CC000125 WINDOW Building Fragment WIDE WITH OBLONG SIDE LIGHTS 194.5CM X 240CM PRESENTED BY ALBERT M. SIMPSON TO CORPN.

CC000126 PRINT Original Art PRINT OF OPENING OF THE COMMONWEALTH PARLIAMENT 1901, FRAMED

CC000127 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art ENLARGED FRAME PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF MR M.H. MADGE

CC000128 MONUMENT Building CAPT. ADRIAN JONES M/O PEDESTAL ARCHS, GARLIC, SIBLEY & WOOLDRIDGE & 4 CAST TABLE. WOOLDRIDGE, BUILDER W. LAYCOCK - COST 556 PO

CC000129 STATUE Original Art ALSO CAST BRONZE FREEZE

CC000130 MONUMENT Building DESIGNER H.L. JACKMAN

CC000131 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact FRAMED PHOTOGRAPH OF THE TOWN HALL FLORENCE

CC000132 LETTER Documentary Artifact ADELAIDE

CC000133 BUST Original Art COPPER BUST "LORD NELSON" ON A WOODEN PLINTH WOOD AND COPPER FROM THE SHIP "VICTORY" 40CM IN HEIGHT

CC000134 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF J. LAZAR SIGNED STUMP AND CO. 1906

CC000135 PICTURE Documentary Artifact A LARGE PHOTOGRAPHIC PANORAMIC VIEW OF ADELAIDE APPROX. 13'-14FT WIDE

CC000136 PLATE, DINNER Food Service PLATE FROM DINNER SERVICE OF VIENNA USED FOR ENTERTAINING ROYALTY

CC000137 STATUE Original Art OBLONG "LIGHT" INTAGLIO LETTERING 3 OBLONG (RAISED LETTERING); ALSO CIRCULAR CAST BRONZE PLATE & BAS RELIEF LAUREL WREATH

CC000138 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art AN ENLARGED PICTURE OF SIR GEORGE LE HUNTE

CC000139 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art AN ENLARGED PHOTOGRAPH OF HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL RT HON. WILLIAM HUMBLE WARD, SECOND EARL OF DUDLEY

CC000140 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art FRAMED PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF LATE COUNCILLOR MYERS: COUNCILLOR OF GREY WARD 18 YEARS

CC000141 PICTURE Original Art SMALL PHOTOGRAPH OF JOHN RUNDLE

CC000142 CHEQUE, BANK Documentary Artifact CHEQUE FOR "FINE REFRESHMENT KIOSK "TO BE BUILT IN ELDERS PARK - DEACCESSIONED - PAID INTO ACC ACCOUNTS

CC000143 CURRENCY Exchange Medium 450 POUNDS TOWARDS COST OF WORK TO EXTEND GARDENS IN ELDERS PARK - DEACCESSIONED 13/06/1991 - PAID INTO ACC A/C

CC000144 CURRENCY Exchange Medium 250 POUNDS TO TURN AREA N.E. SIDE OF CITY BRIDGE INTO GARDEN - DEACCESSIONED 13/06/1991 - PAID INTO ACC A/C

CC000145 PAINTING Original Art AN OIL PAINTING BY GEORGE A.J. WEBB "SIR LAVINGTON BONYTHON" SIGNED AND DATED 1914 126 X 93.5 CM IN GOLD PAINTED GESSO FRAME

CC000146 PAINTING Original Art CHARCOAL AND CRAYON PORTRAIT BY VAN KASPELEN OF HON. THOMAS ENGLISH. SIGNED LOWER RIGHT 56 X 43 CM, FRAMED

CC000147 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF HENRY SCOTT, MAYOR OF ADELAIDE 1874-75

CC000148 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF W.D. ALLOTT

CC000149 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF MR FRANK JOHNSON

CC000150 COMMEMORATIVE Documentary Artifact GUILDHALL, LONDON. (3) 1885 VISIT OF ALBERT VICTOR OF WALES TO CITY (4) 1893 MARRIAGE OF DUKE OF YORK. SEE RESEARCH NOTES

CC000151 MONUMENT Building A STANDING SCULPTURE OF AN ANGEL REPRESENTING FAME 200CM HEIGHT X 156CM WIDTH (WING TIP TO WING TIP). PALM FROND MISSING

CC000152 STATUE Original Art ALFRED DRURY, R.A. SIGNED ON THE BASE A. DRURY & DATED 1915 + BRONZE TABLETS

CC000153 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PRESENTATION PLATE INSCRIB. "T.WILSON MAYOR OF ADELAIDE 1842-3 PRESENTED BY HIS GRANDSON DR CHAS. E.C. WILSON 18TH JUNE 1917"

CC000154 TREE Flora A COLLECTION OF RARE ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS FROM 2 TO 5 FEET HIGH

CC000155 CUTTING Flora CUTTINGS AND PLANTS FOR USE IN MUNICIPAL PARKS AND RESERVES

CC000156 PLANT Flora ABOUT 250 SETS OF DAHLIAS

CC000157 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact PHOTOGRAPH OF HMS ADELAIDE TAKEN ON 27 JULY AT LAUNCHING

CC000158 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art A FRAMED PHOTOGRAPH OF ALD ISACS

CC000159 SEED Flora A COLLECTION OF SEEDS OF RED FLOWERING GUM FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA

CC000160 BOOK Documentary Artifact "MORAL PLAYS" BY A LADY" GILT PURPLE FULL MOROCCO COVER BEARS QUEEN ADELAIDE'S CYPHER TO FRONT AND BACK. LONDON 1832

CC000161 BOOK Documentary Artifact "OLYMPIA LAVORATA, HER TIMES, LIFE AND WRITINGS"

CC000162 SEXTANT Surveying and Navigational MARINER'S BRASS SEXTANT MADE BY TROUTMANN AND SIMMS, LONDON IN SEMI-TRIANGULAR CEDAR BOX

CC000163 THEODOLITE Surveying and Navigational LENGTH X 19.5 CM

CC000163/1 THEODOLITE Surveying and Navigational WOODEN TRIPOD STAND(KEPT IN PURPOSE BUILT RACK) 41.5 IN LENGTH X 19.5 CM

CC000164 LEVEL, SURVEYOR Surveying and Navigational 27CM HIGH

CC000164/1 SURVEYOR/TRIPOD Surveying and Navigational TRIANGULAR FORM WHICH, WHEN CLOSED FORMS TIGHT CYLINDER

CC000165 LEVEL, SURVEYOR Surveying and Navigational TWO EXTENSION LEVELLING STAFFS (SEE PARTS 1 & 2)

CC000165/1 LEVEL, SURVEYOR Surveying and Navigational ONE OF TWO EXTENSION LEVELLING STAFFS

CC000165/2 LEVEL, SURVEYOR Surveying and Navigational ONE OF TWO EXTENSION LEVELLING STAFFS

CC000166 SEXTANT Surveying and Navigational A BOX OR POCKET SEXTANT MADE BY CARY. LONDON, 8CM DIAMETER

CC000167 PROTRACTOR Drafting TWO SIX INCH BRASS PROTRACTORS EACH IN ITS CEDAR CASE MADE BY CARY. LONDON. EACH 15.3CM DIAM.

CC000168 COMPASS, SURVEY Surveying and Navigational ONE BRASS COMPASS IN BRASS CASE, ENGRAVED ON TOP: "HENRY MUIRHEAD ADELAIDE", 11CM DIAMETER LEATHER COVER 11CM DIAM.

CC000169 PANTOGRAPH Drafting ONE BRASS PANTOGRAPH BY CARY. LONDON 70.5 CM IN LENGTH

CC000170 PLANE, TABLE Surveying and Navigational ONE WOODED PLANE TABLE FOR USING IN THE FIELD

CC000171 CHAIN, SURVEYOR Surveying and Navigational ONE GUNTERS LINK CHAIN ONTO WHICH WAS TIED 8 PIECES OF WOOLLEN RED/MAROON CLOTH AT PARTICULAR PLACES ALONG THE CHAIN

CC000172 RAPIER Armament, Edged A PAIR OF FENCING RAPIERS WITH URN-SHAPE FINIALS

CC000173 GOUGE Woodworking A WOODWORKER'S GOUGE (CHISEL)
CC000232 ORDER Documentary Artifact BEARER THE SUM OF 2 SH
CC000234 PLAN Documentary Artifact PLAN OF PORT AND TOWN OF ADELAIDE FROM A DRAWING BY COL. LIGHT
CC000235 PICTURE Documentary Artifact PICTURE OF (GENERAL) SIR ROBERT WILSON
CC000236 PRINT Documentary Artifact A VIEW OF ITALIAN SCENERY - "VILLA OF DIONEDES" FROM "VIEWS OF POMPEII" BLACK AND WHITE PRINT
CC000237 PRINT Documentary Artifact "PALERMO FROM THE GARDENS OF THE CONVENT OF STA. MARIA DI GESU" FROM COL. LIGHT'S "SICILIAN SCENERY " BLACK AND WHITE PRINT
CC000238 PRINT Documentary Artifact "PUBLIC BAKEHOUSE" FROM "VIEWS OF POMPEII" BLACK AND WHITE PRINT
CC000239 BOOK Documentary Artifact "PARTICULARS OF THE NAVAL AND MILITARY CAREER ETC. OF COL. WILLIAM LIGHT " EXTRACT FROM BOOK CHAPTER ELEVEN
CC000240 HAIR Human and Animal Remnants A LOCK OF COL. WILLIAM LIGHT'S HAIR
CC000241 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PHOTOGRAPH OF LATE MR HIRAM MILDRED
CC000242 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF THE LATE MR CALIB PEACOCK
CC000243 BROODCH Adornment YELLOW GOLD CIRCULAR BROODCH WITH BLUE ENAMEL DISC TO CENTRE SET WITH AND SURROUNDED BY PEARLS 3.7CM DIAM. BOXED
CC000244 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF MR EDMUND WILLIAM WRIGHT
CC000245 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact PUBLICITE
CC000246 BOOK Documentary Artifact DE PUBLICITE
CC000247 MONUMENT Building WITH A BAS-RELIEF EMBLEM IN FORM OF THE RISING SUN FLANKED BY UNION JACK & AUSTRALIAN FLAG DESIGNED - MESSRS H L & S JACKMAN
CC000248 POSTER Advertising Medium PROCLAMATION ISSUED IN 1850 IN CONNECTION WITH PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES ON ARRIVAL OF OVERSEAS VESSELS
CC000249 PICTURE (PRINT) Commercial Decorative Art MOUNTED AND UNDER MYLAR
CC000250 BOOK Documentary Artifact " THE NATIONAL MEMORIAL TO THE PRINCE CONSORT "
CC000251 PRINT Original Art GRUCHY & LEIGH OF MELB.
CC000252 CANDLESTICK Lighting Device ADELAIDE ON HEXAGONAL FOOT WITH RELIEF OF MEDIEVAL HUNTING SCENES & C SCROLL CARTOUCHES, CAST BUSTS TO CORNERS BALUSTER COLUMN
CC000253 HOLDER, MATCH Household Accessory WOODEN MATCHBOX HOLDER
CC000254 TREE Flora A PIECE OF WOOD
CC000255 PAINTING Original Art THE MOUNT. REMATTED AND FRAMED IN WOOD FRAME.
CC000256 BOOK Documentary Artifact SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GAZETTEER FOR 1869
CC000257 PISTOL Armament, Firearm OCTAGONAL SHAPE BARREL
CC000258 BOOK Documentary Artifact " BELGIUM AND WESTERN GERMANY IN 1833 " BY MRS TROLLOPE VOLUME ONE ROYAL STAMP ON THE TITLE PAGE A D WAHLEN, BRUSSELS 1834
CC000259 BOOK Documentary Artifact " BELGIUM AND WESTERN GERMANY IN 1833 " BY MRS TROLLOPE VOLUME TWO ROYAL STAMP ON THE TITLE PAGE A D WAHLEN, BRUSSELS 1834
CC000260 BOOK Documentary Artifact (ADELAIDE) LONDON 1830
CC000261 BOOK Documentary Artifact " DON CARLOS OR PERSECUTION "BY LORD JOHN RUSSELL 1832 BEARING BOOK PLATE OF QUEEN ADELAIDE
CC000262 BOOK Documentary Artifact EDITION BATH 1828
CC000263 BOOK Documentary Artifact CHURCH OF ENGLAND PRAYER BOOK PUBLISHED 1842 - CONTAINS REFERENCES TO QUEEN ADELAIDE
CC000264 MAP Documentary Artifact 175 X 130CM IN ORIGINAL BOX
CC000265 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact PHOTO DEPICTING THE PLANTING OF THE FIRST POLE OF THE OVERLAND TELEGRAPH AT DARWIN ON 15TH SEPT. 1870
CC000266 MAP Documentary Artifact DEPARTMENT OF LANDS. 1910.
CC000267 LEAFLET Documentary Artifact COMPANY OF LONDON.
CC000268 PRINT Documentary Artifact AUSTRALIAN STATION
CC000269 PICTURE Documentary Artifact AN EARLY VIEW OF PORT ADELAIDE
CC000270 BOOK Documentary Artifact "PRESIDENT OBERION A WORLD REFORMER" BY DR E.J. DILLON LONDON
CC000271 LEAFLET Documentary Artifact TOURIST BROCHURE "MEXICO ".
CC000272 LEAFLET Documentary Artifact "COMMERCE OF MEXICO (PARTIAL) WASHINGTON D.C. 1923
CC000273 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact " MEXICO THE TREASURE LAND OF THE WORLD "
CC000274 DIPLOMA Documentary Artifact MEXICO
CC000275 POSTCARD Documentary Artifact POSTCARD VIEW OF THE MEMORIAL AT PENANG TO CAPTAIN FRANCIS LIGHT
CC000276 PLAN Documentary Artifact PLAN OF THE CITY OF CATANIA NUOVA PIANA DELLA CITTA DI CATANIA DUOMO.... PIANA APPROSSIMATAMENTO PER LA GUIDA ANNUNZIO GALATOLA EDITORE 1919"
CC000277 LETTER/PLAN Documentary Artifact LETTER ACCOMPANIED BY A PLAN OF THE CITY OF CATANIA, ON WHICH IS INDICATED THE POSITION OF THE SQUARE, DUOMO....
CC000278 LIGHT POLE Unclassified STRUCTURE A PIECE OF ONE OF THE ORIGINAL LIGHT POSTS ERECTED IN ADELAIDE. IT HAS THE BRAND ON IT AND DATE OF 1901
CC000279 TREE Flora BLUE-GUM STUMP
CC000280 BOOKCASE Furniture PIECES OF CEDAR BOOKCASE - PAR OF SUPPORTS FOR UPPER CASE
CC000281 TOILET SET Household Accessory OF 2 PIECES. EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/1 TOILET SET Household Accessory JUG (EWER) OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET - 1 OF 2 BEDROOM JUGS, EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/2 TOILET SET Household Accessory JUG (EWER) OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET - 1 OF 2 BEDROOM JUGS. EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/3 TOILET SET Household Accessory SOAP BOX OF 3 PIECES (DISH, LID & SAUCER) OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET OF PINK & WHITE CHINA EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/4 TOILET SET Household Accessory BOWL (BASIN) 1 OF 2 OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET OF PINK & WHITE CHINA EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/5 TOILET SET Household Accessory BOWL (BASIN) 2ND OF 2 OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET OF PINK & WHITE CHINA EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000281/6 TOILET SET Household Accessory TOOTHBRUSH DISH OF TWO PIECES (BOX & LID) OF QUEEN ADELAIDE'S TOILET SET OF PINK & WHITE CHINA EACH PIECE EXTENSIVELY GILDED
CC000282 SHOES Clothing, Footwear CROWN WORKED WITH SILVER & GOLD THREAD 44 X 31CM FRAMED
CC000283 BOOK Documentary Artifact GUIDO SOREL'S ITALIAN TRANSLATION OF MILTON'S "PARADISE LOST" PUBLISHED BY JOHN MURRAY LONDON 1832
CC000284 BOOK Documentary Artifact CYPHER TO FRONT AND BACK. AUTHOR'S PRESENTATION COPY TO QUEEN DOWAGER (ADELAIDE)
CC000344  COMMEMORATIVE  Documentary Artifact  PLACING CROWNS UPON HEADS

CC000345  PAINTING  Original Art  CUSHION

CC000346  HANDKERCHIEF  Personal Gear  FINE MUSLIN HANDKERCHIEF WITH QUEEN ADELAIDE'S INITIALS AND A CROWN BOARDERED WITH VERY FINE LACE 29 INCHES SQUARE

CC000347  HANDBAG  Personal Gear  A VELVET HANDBAG WORKED AND MONOGRAMMED WITH SILVER THREAD AND WITH ROPE HANDLES OF SILVER THREAD

CC000348  PRINT  Original Art  ENGRAVING "HER MAJESTY ADELAIDE THE QUEEN DOWAGER " LONDON PUBD 1846 BY J. HOGARTH 5 HAYMARKET AFTER PORTRAIT IN WINDSOR CASTLE

CC000349  MONUMENT  Building  LAWSON

CC000350  FLATWARE SET  Food Service  ADELAIDE'S CYPHER BOXED

CC000351  FLATWARE SET  Food Service  SCEPEL, SPATULA IN CASE

CC000352  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  " THE ENGLISH VERSION OF THE POLYGLOTT BIBLE " LONDON VELVET COVERED BRASS TRIM WITH CLASP INSCRIBED BY QUEEN ADELAIDE.

CC000353  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  " BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER " OXFORD 1840 VELVET COVERED WITH BRASS TRIM AND CLASP INSCRIBED INSIDE COVER

CC000354  PRINT  Original Art  KING WILLIAM IV ENGRAVED BY J. E. COOMBES

CC000355  MUG, COMMEMORATIVE  Documentary Artifact  CHINA CORONATION MUG WITH TRANSFER DECORATED WITH PORTRAITS OF KING WILLIAM IV AND QUEEN ADELAIDE

CC000356  TOWEL, FACE  Toilet Article  LINEN FACE TOWEL WITH QUEEN ADELAIDE'S CYPHER EMBROIDERED IN CORNER SURMOUNTED BY CROWN BELOW NUMBER 96 42INCHES X 33 INCHES

CC000357  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA

CC000358  PRINT  Original Art  " HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CLARENCE " PUBL OCT 10TH 1824 BY W. SAMS RYAL LIBRARY 1 ST JAMES STREET, LITHOGRAPH

CC000359  PRINT  Original Art  SIMPLE BLACK FRAME BY F.J. KOEHNKE, GAWLER PLACE, ADELAIDE

CC000360  PRINT  Original Art  ADELAIDE' FRAMED

CC000361  PRINT  Original Art  HAND COLOURED ENGRAVING PUBL BY H.B. ZIEGLER "BUSHY HOUSE, BUSBY PARK " 20 X 30.5 FRAMED 1829

CC000362  LEAFLET  Documentary Artifact  A POEM ON QUEEN ADELAIDE BY MRS ELLIS

CC000363  PRINT  Original Art  PORTRAIT OF QUEEN ADELAIDE ON WHITE SATIN "ENGLAND'S PRIDE "FROM A SKETCH TAKEN IN THE YEAR 1821 MRS TURNBULL PIXAT W T FRY SCULPT.

CC000364  PRINT  Original Art  JULY 1ST, 1830

CC000365  PRINT  Original Art  LITHOGRAPH "HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY ADELAIDE " PUBL BY T. BIRD 40 WIDMORE STREET JUIL 1ST, 1830 FRAMED

CC000366  PRINT  Original Art  " THEIR MAJESTIES KING WILLIAM IV AND QUEEN ADELAIDE " FROM ORIGINAL SKETCH PUBL MR BELL NO. 293 STRAND, LONDON 14.5 X 20CM ETCHING

CC000367  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPH OF 2 GRAND PARADE, ADELAIDE HOUSE, ST LEONARDS 15 X 20CM

CC000368  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPH OF 2 GRAND PARADE, ADELAIDE HOUSE, ST LEONARDS 15 X 20CM

CC000369  LETTER  Documentary Artifact  LEONARDS-ON-SEA

CC000370  PRINT  Original Art  FRAMED TOGETHER

CC000371  LETTER  Documentary Artifact  ORIGINAL LETTER FROM COL. LIGHT TO MR GILBERT THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER DATED SEPT. 6TH 1836 NEPEAN BAY

CC000372  PLATE, DINNER  Food Service  A CHINA PLATE BEARING QUEEN ADELAIDE'S CYPHER (PRESENTATION BOXED FOR DISPLAY)

CC000373  SAUCEBOAT  Food Service  CHINA SAUCE BOAT BEARING QUEEN ADELAIDE'S CYPHER

CC000374  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPH OF HMAS ADELAIDE

CC000375  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPH OF THE BAND OF THE HMAS ADELAIDE  WITH INSTRUMENTS

CC000376  LETTER  Documentary Artifact  LETTER WRITTEN BY QUEEN ADELAIDE FEBBY 20TH 1835 TO MRS HOPE

CC000377  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  BOOK WRITTEN BY DONOR AND HUSBAND ON THE "BEBERSFORD HOPES "

CC000378  PRINT  Original Art  COLOURED LITHOGRAPH "WILLIAM IV KING OF ENGLAND " LONDON PUBLD BY J. ROYCE 27 KING ST. HOBURN APRIL 1831 19.5 X 14CM

CC000379  PRINT  Original Art  COLOURED LITHOGRAPH "ADELAIDE QUEEN OF ENGLAND " LONDON PUBD APRIL 1831 BY J. ROYCE 27 KING ST. HOBURN 20 X 16 CM

CC000380  PRINT  Original Art  KING & QUEEN ABOVE THE ROYAL EXCHANGE.

CC000381  PICTURE  Documentary Artifact  JULY 1829 "PRINTED AT THE REGISTER OFFICE, GRENFELL ST. FOR FREARSON & BROTHER A.C. COOKE DE LT J BRUER SC

CC000382  CROWN, CHRISTENING  Clothing, Outerwear  A CHRISTENING ROBE, QUILTED CREAM SILK WORKED WITH DIAMOND AND ROSETTE PATTERN 90CM IN LENGTH

CC000383  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  BOOK OF CUTTINGS RELATING TO KING WILLIAM IV AND QUEEN ADELAIDE

CC000384  NEWSPAPER CLIPPING  Documentary Artifact  NEWSPAPER CUTTINGS FROM "MORNONG POST "RE QUEEN ADELAIDE HISTORICAL GIFTS

CC000385  PRINT  Original Art  SMALL FRAMED PRINT "THE KING "WILLIAM IV"

CC000386  PRINT  Original Art  SMALL FRAMED PRINT OF "THE QUEEN ADELAIDE"

CC000387  PRINT  Original Art  UNFRAMED PRINT OF KING WILLIAM IV

CC000388  PRINT  Original Art  SMALL "CONTEMPORARY "PORTRAIT OF KING WILLIAM IV

CC000389  PRINT  Original Art  SMALL "CONTEMPORARY "PORTRAIT OF QUEEN ADELAIDE

CC000390  PAVEMENT SECTION  UNCLASSIFIED STRUCTURE  SMALL BLOCK OF JARRAH BEARING SILVER PLAQUE

CC000391  ADDRESS  Documentary Artifact  MARRIAGE OF THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH

CC000392  BOOK  Documentary Artifact  " THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER " OXFORD 1835

CC000393  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPH OF GENERAL POST OFFICE, ADELAIDE

CC000394  PRINT  Original Art  PORTRAIT OF KING WILLIAM IV

CC000395  PICTURE  Original Art  LANE, R.A. PRINTED BY G. HULLMANDEL, 25 X 20.7 CM

CC000396  PICTURE  Original Art  CLARENCE " ENGRAVED BY I.S. AGAR, PUBLISHED LONDON, NOVEMBER 10TH, 1821 14 X 11.5 CM

CC000397  SHAWL  Clothing, Outerwear  KNITTED WOOLLEN SHAWL ROSE MOTIF FRINGED ALL ROUND 173 X 145CM, FRAMED UNDER GLASS, C 1840-45

CC000398  PRINT  Original Art  CAMEO OF QUEEN VICTORIA

CC000399  PRINT  Original Art  ENGRAVING OF QUEEN VICTORIA

CC000400  LEAFLET  Documentary Artifact  COPY OF THE OFFICIAL NOTIFICATION OF DEATH OF KING WILLIAM IV

CC000401  PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH  Documentary Artifact  PHOTOGRAPHS [ISSUED AT OPENING OF TOWN HALL BUILDING 1866]

CC000402  INVITATIONS  Documentary Artifact  AT TOWN HALL ON JUNE 20TH (1866) AT SEVEN O'CLOCK FROM PELLET VILLA (CC402/2)
CC000630 BOOK Documentary Artifact "PORTRAIT OF A CHEF THE LIFE OF ALEXIS SOYER" BY HELEN MORRIS, CAMBRIDGE 1938
CC000631 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF MR A.A.SIMPSON
CC000632 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact EARLY PHOTO OF LEIGH STREET SHOWING THE CHURCH OFFICE AND OTHER BUILDINGS ON EASTERN SIDE OF THE THOROUGHFARE
CC000633 PAINTING Original Art OIL PAINTING OF A SONG WRITTEN BY H.M.BIDMEADE WHICH HE DEDICATED TO THE CITY OF ADELAIDE
CC000634 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art WATERCOLOUR PAINTING BY COL. WILLIAM LIGHT "THE TRINITA DEL MONTI AT THE TOP OF THE SPANISH STEPS IN ROME" 18 X 25.5CM
CC000635 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art CIBACHROME PRINT "THE TRINITA DEI MONTI AT THE TOP OF THE SPANISH STEPS IN ROME" WILLIAM LIGHT, FRAMED
CC000636 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art "ATTACK OF TOLOSA BY THE PORTUGESE UNDER SIR THOMAS BRADFORD 1813" 25.2 X 35.2CM FRAMED
CC000637 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art MOUNTED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH OF PORTRAIT OF COL.WILLIAM LIGHT AFTER PORTRAIT BY GEORGE JONES
CC000638 NOTE Documentary Artifact SIGNED BY QUEEN ADELAIDE, MARLBROUGH HOUSE JUNE 7TH 1838. NOTEPAPER HAS BLACK BORDER INDICATING MOURNING.
CC000639 NOTE Documentary Artifact "ADELAIDE AND VICINITY" BY J.J. PASCOE, HUSSEY & GILLINGHAM PRINTERS & PUBLISHERS 26 & 28 WAYMOUTH ST. ADELAIDE (C. 1901)
CC000640 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact PACKET 3 CONTAINING 12 LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000641 NOTE, TYPESCRIPT Documentary Artifact "THEBARTON COTTAGE. THE OLD HOME OF COLONEL WILLIAM LIGHT" BY CHARLES FENNER
CC000642 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact "THEMUSEUM:JAN. 1899 NO.60 CONTAINS ARTICLE ON FRANCIS LIGHT"
CC000643 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact "MOUNTAINS ABOVE THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS AND PLAINS OF GORNON" ON REVERSE OF FRAME WAS NOTE WRITTEN BY A.F.S.STEUART
CC000644 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art WATERCOLOUR PAINTING BY COL. WILLIAM LIGHT "ATTACK OF TOLOSA BY THE PORTUGESE UNDER SIR THOMAS BRADFORD 1813" 25.2 X 35.2CM FRAMED
CC000645 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact "ATTACK OF TOLOSA BY THE PORTUGESE UNDER SIR THOMAS BRADFORD 1813" WILLIAM LIGHT, FRAMED
CC000646 DRAWING Original Art PENCIL DRAWING OF SIR JONATHON CAIN BY F.DAWSON 19 X 14CM MOUNTED IN CARD
CC000647 DRAWING Original Art WATERCOLOUR PAINTING BY COL. WILLIAM LIGHT "THE TRINITA DEL MONTI AT THE TOP OF THE SPANISH STEPS IN ROME" 18 X 25.5CM
CC000648 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact MOUNTED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH OF PORTRAIT OF COL.WILLIAM LIGHT AFTER PORTRAIT BY GEORGE JONES
CC000649 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTER DATED 26TH JAN. 1928 FROM DIRECTEUR BIBLIOTHEQUE EGYPTIENNE IN FRENCH TO MR F. STEUART
CC000650 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact MOUNTED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH OF PORTRAIT OF COLONEL WILLIAM LIGHT AFTER PORTRAIT BY GEORGE JONES
CC000651 NOTE, TYPESCRIPT Documentary Artifact "THEMUSEUM:JAN. 1899 NO.60 CONTAINS ARTICLE ON FRANCIS LIGHT"
CC000652 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact "MOUNTAINS ABOVE THE TOMBS OF THE KINGS AND PLAINS OF GORNON" ON REVERSE OF FRAME WAS NOTE WRITTEN BY A.F.S.STEUART
CC000653 NOTE, TYPESCRIPT Documentary Artifact "THEMUSEUM:JAN. 1899 NO.60 CONTAINS ARTICLE ON FRANCIS LIGHT"
CC000654 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact MOUNTED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH OF PORTRAIT OF COLONEL WILLIAM LIGHT AFTER PORTRAIT BY GEORGE JONES
CC000655 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact PACKAGE 3 CONTAINING 12 LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000656 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000657 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000658 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000659 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000660 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000661 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000662 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000663 LETTER, COLLECTION Documentary Artifact LETTERS AND 6 POEMS MOSTLY WRITTEN BY, OR TO COLONEL LIGHT BETWEEN 1812 & 1831.
CC000813 RESUSCITATOR Medical and Psychological CIG AIR VIVA RESUSCITATOR
CC000814 BOOK Documentary Artifact SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ALMANAC FOR 1851
CC000815 PAPERS Documentary Artifact PAPERS CONCERNING H.A. BOHN ESQ. INCLUDING SMALL PHOTO OF BOHN IN MILITARY UNIFORM
CC000816 NEWSPAPER CLIPPING Documentary Artifact CUTTING FROM "FREARSON'S WEEKLY" OF 6TH JAN. 1883 DEPICTING "MESSIERS ROBERTS' FANCY DRESS RE-UNION AT THE TOWN HALL."
CC000817 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Commercial Decorative Art M. CLAUDETS DOGUERRO TYPE PORTRAIT FOR WHICH HIS GRACE SAT IN 1856
CC000818 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact FRAMED PHOTOGRAPH OF NORTH TERRACE WITH INSTITUTE BUILDING IN 1860 INSCRIBED "PRESENTED BY GEO. MCEWIN"
CC000819 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact PHOTOGRAPH OF ADELAIDE IN THE 1860'S
CC000820 BOOK Documentary Artifact LORD MAYOR'S VISITORS BOOK FOR 1920 - 21 (FRANK BEAUMONT MOULDEN, LORD MAYOR 1919-1921)
CC000821 ALBUM, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact HALL, KING WILLIAM STREET AND BAPTIST CHAPEL. FLINDERS STREET
CC000821/1 ALBUM, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact BAPTIST CHAPEL, FLINDERS STREET (CC000821)
CC000822 ALBUM, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact CLOSING VICTORIA SQUARE IN FOREGROUND.
CC000823 ALBUM, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact LOOSE SEPIA PHOTOGRAPH OF BAPTIST CHAPEL, FLINDERS STREET FENCED & WITH GATES TAKEN FROM GARDEN OPPOSITE. INSCRIBED ON REVERSE.
CC000824 CAP, CHRISTENING Clothing, Headwear CHRISTENING CAP
CC000825 CAP, CONFIRMATION Clothing, Headwear CONFIRMATION CAP
CC000826 COLLAR CLOTHING, ACCESSORY LACE COLLAR
CC000827 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Original Art PORTRAIT OF C.J. COATES ESQ. 11.5 CM OVAL
CC000828 BOOK, CREST Documentary Artifact CARD BEARING INSIGNIA OF VARIOUS PEOPLE, SOME NAMED, INCLUDING C.J. COATES, ADELAIDE. 27 OUT OF 37 INTACT
CC000829 CURRENCY Exchange Medium SIX AUSTRALIAN COINS FROM THE LAST MINTINGS PRIOR TO INTRODUCTION OF DECIMAL CURRENCY
CC000830 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Commercial Decorative Art M. CLAUDETS DOGUERRO TYPE PORTRAIT FOR WHICH HIS GRACE SAT IN 1856
CC000831 COLLAR CLOTHING, ACCESSORY LACE COLLAR
CC000832 CAP, CHRISTENING Clothing, Headwear CHRISTENING CAP
CC000833 CAP, CONFIRMATION Clothing, Headwear CONFIRMATION CAP
CC000834 COLLAR CLOTHING, ACCESSORY LACE COLLAR
CC000835 SCARF Clothing, Headwear A CREAM NET SCARF APPLIQUED WITH LACE MOTIFS AND EDGED WITH LACE "LIMERICS" LACE - THE MOTIFS BEING WORKED ON NET
CC000836 SALVER Food Service DIAMETER
CC000837 NEWSPAPER Documentary Artifact COPY OF "THE TIMES" OF ADELAIDE, 1851
CC000838 POSTCARD Documentary Artifact CARD SHOWING A VIEW FROM MONTEFORE HILL WITH SHEEP GRAZING IN THE FOREGROUND
CC000839 COASTER Food Service PRINT CENTRE 17 CM
CC000840 NEWSPAPER CLIPPING Documentary Artifact NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS AND TYPED REMARKS CONCERNING STANDARD OR UNIFORM SAFETY - SEPTEMBER, 1966
CC000841 BOOK Documentary Artifact BOOK ON PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT BY DONALD GAZZARD
CC000842 BOOK Documentary Artifact BOOK ON PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT BY DONALD GAZZARD
CC000843 FLAGPOLE Site Feature 100 FOOT SELF SUPPORTING POLE
CC000844 TABLE, OCCASIONAL Furniture LEGS TERMINATING WITH BRASS PAW FEET 10 X 64 CM
CC000845 NEWSPAPER Documentary Artifact A BOUND VOLUME OF "THE ILLUSTRATED TIMES" OF 1864 - 5
CC000846 BOOK Documentary Artifact BOOK ON PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT BY DONALD GAZZARD
CC000847 SHAWL Clothing, Outerwear WOOLLEN SHAWL
CC000848 TABLE, DINING Furniture "A WATER COLOUR PAINTING BY ARTHUR SELLS "NEAR LYNDOCH VALLEY, S.A. 1880 "SIGNED AND INSCRIBED WITH THE TITLE 16.5 X 24.8 CM FRAMED"
CC000849 PLAN Documentary Artifact A FRAMED PLAN OF ADELAIDE UPON WHICH COL. LIGHT HAS MADE AN ENDORSEMENT
CC000850 PLAQUE Documentary Artifact A PLAQUE WHICH WAS ERECTED TO COMMEMORATE OPENING OF FIRST PART OF WAR MEMORIAL DRIVE IN OCTOBER 1919
CC000851 PLAQUE Documentary Artifact TRUST BUILDING NOW IS. CAST IRON METAL PLATE WITH LETTERS CAST INTO IT "LANDROWNA TERRACE"
**CC001043** DISH, COMMEMORATIVE
Documentary Artifact
WOOD 10.4 X 10.4 CM SQU.

**CC001044** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
* WOLLONGONG *BY E. WILSON AND W. WIGNEY SYDNEY 1977* ACCOMPANIED BY A BOOKLET *THE STORY OF THE CITY OF WOLLONGONG* *DEC. 1977*

**CC001045** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
ARMS OF ROYAL NAVY SHIP H.M.S. DIDO ON WOODEN PLAQUE 10.5 CM X 10.5 CM

**CC001046** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
ARMS OF ROYAL NAVY SHIP H.M.S. FALMOUTH ON WOODEN PLAQUE 20.5 X 14.5 CM

**CC001047** PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
HANNOVER 17 X 11 CM

**CC001048** PLATE, COMMENORATIVE
Documentary Artifact
BANDARA KUALA LUMPUR 1-9 FEBRUARI 1972 *SELANGOR 24.5 CM DIAM.

**CC001049** BOOK
Documentary Artifact
*KU-001550*

**CC001050** BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE CRADLE CITY OF AUSTRALIA A HISTORY OF PARRAMATTA 1788 - 1961 "BY JAMES JERVIS PARRAMATTA COUNCIL 1978 *REPRINT*

**CC001051** BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE MANLY-WARRINGAH STORY "BY C.E. MCDONALD AND W.C. HENDERSON SYDNEY 1975

**CC001052** MASK
Documentary Artifact
CEREMONIAL MASK PAINTED WOODEN CEREMONIAL MASK ADORNED WITH SHELLS, TUSKS, FEATHERS AND FIBRES 60 CM X 20 CM KNOWN AS * THE KORODO MMWAI MASK *

**CC001053** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001054** BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE MANLY-WARRINGAH STORY "BY C.E. MCDONALD AND W.C. HENDERSON SYDNEY 1975

**CC001055** BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE CRADLE CITY OF AUSTRALIA A HISTORY OF PARRAMATTA 1788 - 1961 "BY JAMES JERVIS PARRAMATTA COUNCIL 1978 *REPRINT*

**CC001056** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001057** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001058** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001059** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001060** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001061** BOOK
Documentary Artifact

**CC001062** BOOK
Documentary Artifact

**CC001063** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001064** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001065** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001066** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001067** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001068** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001069** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001070** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001071** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001072** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001073** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001074** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001075** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001076** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001077** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001078** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001079** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001080** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact

**CC001081** PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
CC001160 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
A COLLECTION OF 9 PHOTOGRAPHS OF YORK HOTEL, GIBSONS GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL AND FOY AND GIBSONS DEPT. STORE

CC001161 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" GIBSONS GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL LTD " ADELAIDE

CC001162 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
TWO PHOTOGRAPHS MOUNTED ON BLACK PAGES FROM ALBUM OF " HMAS ADELAIDE " AND " HMAS PLAYTYPUS " 8.7 X 13.5 CM

CC001163 PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
COLOURED ENAMEL ARMS OF " THE CITY OF LIVERPOOL " MOUNTED ON WOODEN PLAQUE WITH INSCRIBED PLATE 23 X 18.7 CM

CC001164 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPH OF " HMAS ADELAIDE (FFG-01) " IN BROWN MOUNT 26.5 X 34 CM

CC001165 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Original Art
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF LATE COUNCILLOR A.A. EDWARDS MOUNTED ON CARD STAMPED HAMMER AND CO. ADELAIDE 17.5 X 28 CM

CC001166 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
PHOTOGRAPH OF MRS CHAMBERS WITH PORTRAIT OF JAMIES CHAMBERS 12.5 X 8.7 CM

CC001168 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" STUART'S THIRD ATTEMPT THE RE-ENACTMENT OF A CHURCH SERVICE ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH GAWLER 27/10/61 " HELD ON 05/10/69

CC001170 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
PHOTOGRAPH OF DOOR OF PARISH CHURCH OF THEBERTON, SUFFOLK AS NEWLY CONSTRUCTED BY GENEROSITY OF THE ADELAIDE CITY COUNCIL IN 1978

CC001171 BOOKLET, COLLECTION
Documentary Artifact

CC001172 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
BOUND THESIS ENTITLED " THE ADELAIDE PARKLANDS - A HISTORY OF ALIENATION " BY J.W. DALY

CC001173 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" PERTH-150 YEARS : CITY OF PERTH-1929 - 1979 "

CC001174 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Original Art
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT OF THOMAS MONK 12.7 X 9 CM

CC001175 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" WOLLONGONG " BY EDNA WILSON AND IAN WIGNEY MURRAY " CHILD AND COMPANY SYDNEY 1977 WITH TOURIST PAMPHLETS (3)

CC001176 COMMEMORATIVE
Documentary Artifact
GOLD COLOURED METAL SPOON WITH ARMS OF " CITY OF CAULFIELD " BOXED 11 CM LONG

CC001177 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL ANNUAL REPORT 1979 - 80 "

CC001178 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
2/12/80

CC001179 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
PREMIER'S DEPT. QLD " THE QUEENSLAND SCENE " BRISBANE 1979

CC001180 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Original Art
FRAMED COLOUR PHOTOGRAPH * REFLECTIONS * BY DR GRAMAH CRAIG ONE OF SEIT TWO

CC001181 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Original Art
FRAMED COLOUR PHOTOGRAPH * REFLECTIONS * BY DR GRAMAH CRAIG SECOND OF SET OF TWO

CC001182 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
COLOUR AERIAL VIEW OF ADELAIDE LOOKING SOUTH ALONG KING WILLIAM STREET IN WOODEN FRAME WITH BLUE FELT COVER 69 X 94 CM

CC001183 PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
PAINTED ARMS OF " TORBAY " ON WOOD 18 X 14.5 CM BOXED

CC001184 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" SOUVENIR GUIDE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S FIGHTING MEN OF THE AIF " COMPILED BY SGT-MJR H.H. HANNAM

CC001185 PLATE, DINNER
Documentary Artifact
GOLD COLOURED METAL SPOON WITH ARMS OF " CITY OF ADELAIDE " BOXED 11 CM LONG

CC001186 TUMBLER
Documentary Artifact
PLAQUE 24.5 X 19 CM

CC001187 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
PLAQUE MOUNTED " TO COMMEMORATE THE VISIT OF H.M. QUEEN ELIZABETH II TO NEW ZEALAND - CHRISTMAS 1953 " 22.5 X 22.5 CM

CC001188 SCROLL
Documentary Artifact
TUBE

CC001189 PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
PLAQUE 24.5 X 19 CM

CC001190 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
SIGNED " MILLBANE AND ITS FOUNDING FAMILY " ADELAIDE 1973

CC001191 PLAQUE
Documentary Artifact
SIGNED " THE CITY OF STOKE-ON-TRENT " ADELAIDE 1973

CC001192 LEAFLET
Documentary Artifact
AN ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTION OF THE ARMS OF THE CITY OF STOKE-ON-TRENT

CC001193 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE CITY OF STOKE-ON-TRENT OFFICIAL HANDBOOK "

CC001194 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
G. HAWLEY AND J. BECHERIAUX " BALLARAT SKETCHBOOK " ROBBY 1977

CC001195 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" KUALA LUMPUR " PTM COMMUNICATIONS BOXED

CC001196 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001197 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
HER MAJESTY ADELAIDE THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 BY J. HOGARTH SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAMED 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001198 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" WOLLONGONG " BY EDNA WILSON AND IAN WIGNEY MURRAY " CHILD AND COMPANY SYDNEY 1977 WITH TOURIST PAMPHLETS (3)

CC001199 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" SOUVENIR GUIDE OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S FIGHTING MEN OF THE AIF " COMPILED BY SGT-MJR H.H. HANNAM

CC001200 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Commercial Decorative Art
" THE ADELAIDE PARKLANDS - A HISTORY OF ALIENATION " BY J.W. DALY

CC001201 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Commercial Decorative Art
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 BY J. HOGARTH SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001202 PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 BY J. HOGARTH SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001203 PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 BY J. HOGARTH SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001204 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
HER MAJESTY ADELAIDE THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 BY J. HOGARTH SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001205 BOOK
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001206 GLASS SET
Food Service
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001208/1 GLASS SET
Food Service
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001208/2 GLASS SET
Food Service
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001208/3 GLASS SET
Food Service
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001209 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001210 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM

CC001211 BOOKLET
Documentary Artifact
" THE QUEEN DOWAGER J. RICHMOND J. THOMSON LONDON PUB. 1846 " SIGNED ADELAIDE FRAME 18 X 16.5 CM
CC001594/9 PROGRAMME Documentary Artifact PROGRAMME FOR MUSICAL EVENING GIVEN BY MAYOR & MAYORESS OF ADELAIDE, MR & MRS CHARLES WILLCOX, 19 JUNE, 1894.

CC001596 HARNESS, CART Land Transportation Accessory LEATHER DRAFT HORSE HARNESS & CHAINS WITH HORSE MEDALLIONS AND DECORATIVE ITEMS

CC001598 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPH Documentary Artifact FACSIMILE OF THE PROCLAMATION OF HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD THE EIGHTH AT ST. JAMES PALACE ON THE 21ST JANUARY 1936

CC001599 BOOK Documentary Artifact 1982

CC001600 HANDBILL Advertising Medium COLOUR POSTERS

CC001608 POSTER Advertising Medium JANUARY 1983

CC001609 POSTER Advertising Medium 234 AND 207 2 COPIES 1601IA & 1601B

CC001612 BOOK Documentary Artifact TUCK, R. "MUSIC IN IMAGE" DR SPWARZE VERLAG MPUERTAL, 2 1981

CC001615 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact RIDDELL, R CHESTER & JOINER, STAIR BUILDERS AND HAND-RAILER EDINBURGH, THOMAS C. JACK, INDIA BUILDINGS

CC001616 TESTIMONIAL Documentary Artifact FOR ONE YEAR DATED 1 AUGUST 1985.

CC001618 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact ROSSI, V "THE WONDERS OF VICENZA" PASCUALLOTTO-SCHIO ITALY

CC001619 COMMEMORATIVE Documentary Artifact PEPE

CC001617 PENNANT Documentary Artifact WHITE PENNANT WITH GOLD TRIM CITTA DI VICENZA "WITH ARMS OF CITY 43.5 LONG

CC001621 INVITATION Documentary Artifact INVITATION TO THE GRAND COLONIAL BALL, GOVERNMENT HOUSE, ADELAIDE ON APRIL 24, 1986 WITH LEAFLET JUBILEE 150 GRAND COLONIAL BALL

CC001623 ADDRESS Documentary Artifact RENDERED FRAMED 27.5 X 22.3

CC001624 ADDRESS Documentary Artifact MARTIN, J B (ED) "WOLLONGONG 150 YEARS" WOLLONGONG CITY COUNCIL WITH ENVELOPE CONTAINING TOURIST BROCHURES

CC001625 LEAFLETS Documentary Artifact WOLLONGONG CITY TOURIST BROCHURES IN ENVELOPE

CC001613 ADDRESS Documentary Artifact ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT FROM SIR JOHN NORTHCOTT GOVERNOR OF N.S.W. SENDING GREETINGS TO CITY OF ADELAIDE 77 X 52 CM

CC001614 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact FACSIMILE OF THE PROCLAMATION OF HIS MAJESTY KING EDWARD THE EIGHTH AT ST. JAMES PALACE ON THE 21ST JANUARY 1936

CC001617 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact LONDON 13 X 9 CM

CC001625/2 GOLF CLUB & BALL Sports Equipment GOLF BALL MOUNTED ON WOODEN STAND

CC001621 BANNER Advertising Medium "THE CARPENTER AND JOINER, STAIR BUILDER AND HAND-RAILER" EDINBURGH, THOMAS C. JACK, INDIA BUILDINGS

CC001625 BANNER Advertising Medium "POLISPORTIVA S. GIULIANO MARCHE" 37.5 X 30 CM

CC001626 BANNER Advertising Medium "THE RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY LONDON" 37 HIGH

CC001627 BANNER Advertising Medium "COLOUR PHOTO OF THEATRE, STRATFORD, ONTARIO" 29.3 X 44.4 CM

CC001620 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact COLOUR PHOTO OF FESTIVAL THEATRE, STRATFORD, ONTARIO, TAKEN BY BARRY SCHNEIDER PLASTIC COATED IN FORM OF PLACE MAT 29.3 X 44.4 CM

CC001622 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact REPRODUCTION CRACKLE GLAZE PUTTO ON WOODEN BASE, MADE BY BROLLI AND TONIOLO, ITALY 37 HIGH

CC001624 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact LEATHER DRAFT HORSE HARNESS & CHAINS WITH HORSE MEDALLIONS AND DECORATIVE ITEMS

CC001625 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact SPORTIVO G.S. S. GIULIANO MARCHE RIMINI ITALY GEMMAO 96.

CC001626 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact GREECE '84 GREEK NATIONAL TOURIST ORGANIZATION 1984

CC001627 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact GREECE '84 "GREEK NATIONAL TOURIST ORGANIZATION 1984"

CC001628 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact "THE TOWN THAT SAVED QUEENSLAND" BRISBANE, NATIONAL TRUST OF QUEENSLAND, 1983

CC001629 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact "A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF BATHURST" BATHURST, BATHURST HISTORICAL SOCIETY, 1985 WITH BROCHURE

CC001630 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact "THE VISIT OF H.R.H. THE PRINCESS ELIZABETH TO THE ROYAL DOULTON POTTERIES STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND NOVEMBER SECOND 1949"

CC001631 BOOKLET Documentary Artifact "IN THIS HOUSE" 53 X 75 SIGNED ALEX BRIGGS

CC001632 TESTIMONIAL Documentary Artifact BERSATU DANS SETTA 58 X 51
CC002647 RIBBON Ceremonial Artifact LONG LENGTH OF ROYAL BLUE AND GOLD SATIN RIBBON (ROLLED ON TUBE) USED FOR THE OPENING OF MORPHETT BRIDGE.

CC002649/1 NEWSCUTTING Documentary Artifact QUOTA SET & AMOUNT RAISED (HANDWRITTEN IN POUNDS, SHILLINGS & PENCE) & SIGNED BY CHAIRMAN AND DIRECTOR OF BRANCHES


CC002651/2 CERTIFICATE, AWARD Documentary Artifact 12,311 POUNDS 3 SHILLINGS & 6 PENCE, EQUAL TO 7 SHILLINGS AND 10 PENCE A HEAD. SIGNED BY PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN.

CC002652/10 BOTTLE COLLECTION Toilet Article TREES - BASE STAND WITH PATTERN IN BOWL OF CUP & REMNANT OF BASE ATTACHED TO OUTER. NO BRAND OR MARKINGS ON BASE.

CC002653/1 COLLECTION Toilet Article MANUFACTURED BY W.N. CROWDER OF ADELAIDE. REMNANT HAS OPALISED (EFFERVESCED?) WITH GOLD, MAUVE & GREEN COLOURING.

CC002653/4 BOTTLE COLLECTION Toilet Article MANUFACTURED BY W.N. CROWDER, ADELAIDE, 19TH CENTURY EARTHENWARE INK BOTTLE WITH GLAZED EXTERIOR.

CC002653/5 BOTTLE COLLECTION Toilet Article MANUFACTURED BY W.N. CROWDER, ADELAIDE, 19TH CENTURY BROWN/GREEN GLASS BOTTLE WITH OUT LETTERING

CC002665 COLLECTION Documentary Artifact DURING 1950'S...-MR. BASIL BUTTERY, MRS BASIL BUTTERY.

CC002666 PRINT Commercial Decorative Art PRINT OF B&W SKETCH OF HIMEJI CASTLE BY T. ONO IN WHITE MOUNT, FRAMED IN WHITE WOOD, BOXED

CC002668/5 COLLECTION Documentary Artifact 1872" RECORDING RICHARD VAUGHAN & ALFRED VAUGHAN HAVE CEASED TO BE UNDERTAKERS DATED TWENTY NINTH DAY JUNE 1875. SIGNED BY WILL HINDE, MASTER

CC002669 PHOTOCOPIES Documentary Artifact 1872, 2. MEMORANDUM 12/09/1873 PLAN OF THE EAST END MARKET 3. PRINTED LEAFLETS OF MARKET BY-LAWS 4. PROSPECTUS MARKET COMPANY

CC002670 BOOK Documentary Artifact BOOK "EXPLORING THE DUKES & WESTERN HIGHWAYS - FROM THE TOLL GATE TO THE GOLDFIELDS" BY TOURIST INFORMATION DISTRIBUTORS AUSTRALIA

CC002676 PRINT, PHOTOGRAPHIC Documentary Artifact 36ERS, RACHAEL SPORN - ADEL. LIGHTNING & MARK BICKLEY - ADEL. CROWS HOLDING TROPHIES WON 1998 BY TEAMS NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

CC002677 PROGRAMME Documentary Artifact OFFICIAL PROGRAMME GOLDEN OLDIES WORLD NETBALL FESTIVAL, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA 17 - 24 OCTOBER 1998.